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“New” 2J Squared Bass Soapbars 

2J Squared??? Huh? What!? Just like the name says, the New 

Bartolini 2J Squared Bass Soapbar Pickups are 2 J-Bass Pickups 

in a Soapbar. While we started making these decades ago, we’re 

now releasing them in all of our Bass Soapbar shapes. Ideal for the 

most flexible basses, they can be split to individual Dual Inline Coil 

Jazz pickups to be fully hum-killing even on the noisiest stage or 

studio. With all coils enabled, the tone is truly enormous with huge 

lows and extended 

range for intense articu-

lation. The new catalog 

has some cool new 

graphics that show how 

the coils are arranged, 

so check it out. 
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Clyde’s Intro 

Bartolini has been a mainstay of 

luthiers for well over 40 years. Today 

we still hold true to the values that 

bring great tone, articulation and high 

quality response that luthiers and art-

ists seek when coming to Bartolini for professional level pickups 

and electronics. In 2016 we introduced our new “b-axis” series 

jazz-style pickups with fully-encapsulated and exposed pole 

pieces for a more classic look. This year we introduce our new 

“2J Squared Bass Soapbars”. Read on for more info on the 

2J
2
. And check out our New 2017 Catalog for other new stuff.  

 

2017 Bartolini Catalog 

And Pricelist Available 

www.bartolini.net/price-list/ 

http://www.bartolini.net/price-list/


NAMM 2017: Anaheim Convention Center     

NAMM 2017 
The 2017 NAMM Show, another year to see great new products and innovations while connecting with 

our customers and artists and forging new relationships for the coming year and more to come.  

The Bartolini booth was filled with daily performances by some of our Artists, Doug Johns, Bill Dick-

ens, Mike Keneally, Jason Everett, Chance Wilder Onody and also performances by Violinist Alex 

Depue and his Bassist Sam Johnson demonstrating the new Bartolini equipped Glasser Swordtail Tail-

piece for Violin and Upright Bass. Bassist Rudy Sarzo came by the booth to let us know how happy he 

is with his new Spector Signature Model Bass with the Bartolini HR-4.5AP NTMB 2 Band EQ. At Bartolini 

we’re proud to be part of new designs for Glasser as well as Spector and many other builders at home 

and abroad.   

The 2017 NAMM Show was a highly successful and promising show for us. As we were able to walk the 

NAMM Show floor we were pleased see our increased visibility in the marketplace which we have also 

seen by the boost in our overall sales, As we continue to be diligent in making the Best Bass and Guitar 

Electronics and Pickups possible we look forward to the New Year and what it may bring. 

Thank you everyone who came by to visit! 



Please Welcome! 

First an “Emerging Artist” 

then a “Full Artist” and now 

Welcome Bartolini’s New Art-

ist Relations person E Pruitt. 

“E” has been in the music 

business as a Professional 

Bassist for many years tour-

ing the US and abroad.  

Based in Seattle Wa “E” will 

handle Bartolini Artist Relations 

as well as Marketing. His ability 

to see the music business not 

only from the artist prospective 

but the consumer prospective 

will help our Builders and Artists 

achieve their goals.  

“E” will sometimes be the repre-

sentative for Bartolini at music 

conventions and perfomances 

throught the year and will be 

available for any questions or 

concerns.  You can reach out to 

“E” at e.pruitt@bartolini.net 

 

Bartolini Family 
Bartolini Artists are found 

in most genre’s of music. 

From Jazz and Hip Hop, 

rock and classical, to Ve-

gas and even far away 

places like Croatia. 

We welcome new Artists 

and friends and look for-

ward to building strong 

relationships with artists 

and companies who use our 

products and share a com-

mon purpose and a 

common commitment 

to each other. In 2017 

we welcome some 

new Members to the 

Bartolini Family  

Bartolini Artist 

Freddie Washington  

E Pruitt & Spyro Gyra Bassist 

Scott Ambush@ NAMM 2017 

Jahmal Nichols—Bassist for Gram-

my Winner Gregory Porter.  

Mike Harrington Bassist 

for Brian Culbertson 

Legendary Bassist Freddie Washing-

ton. (Pictured L to R) Al Turner, Clyde 

Clark and Freddie Washington  



Bartolini Equipped Glasser Swordtail 

The industry’s first integrated preamp for Upright Bass and 

Violin. The Bass tailpiece with dual pickup input with blend, 

master volume, bass, and treble controls powered by a Barto-

lini preamp provides precise fine tuning at your fingertips. 

Powered by a 9V battery the Bass Swordtail works with most 

all bridge pickups. 

The Glasser compo-

site violin features a 

Bartolini preamp in-

tegrated into the 

chin rest and tail-

piece with master 

volume, bass, and 

treble controls powered by a pair of AAA batteries.  Both 

systems give string players a whole new level of control 

of a whole new set of voices.  

New ACE Hum-Killer Singles 
Our popular ACE Single Coil Strat upgrade pickups 

are now available as Hum-Killer stacked coil pickups. 

Taking guitars to a higher level of tonal versatility ACE 

Hum-Killer Singles combine Alnico V and Ceramic 

magnets, aggressive field shaping, and a tuned hum-

killing resonant coil.  They marry the warm vintage 

voice of Alnico with the power, clarity, and stability of 

Ceramic magnets. ACE Hum-Killer Singles are de-

signed in a blade configuration with a narrow sensing 

aperture for maximum clarity and response even with 

extreme bends. Like all Professional-Level Bartolini 

pickups, they are sweat-proof, fully shielded against 

electronic noise, and microphonic-free. The Ace Hum-

Killers have individual voices for Neck, Middle and 

Bridge positions (ACE-SV-60, 65 & 75). Available in 

clean-top white or black.  

Fredrico Malaman with the 

Glasser Swordtail 

Alex DePue plays the Bartolini-

lighted Glasser Olympic Violin 



Leadership 
means doing the 

right thing. 

We work hard to be envi-

ronmentally conscien-

tious. Our packaging was 

chosen to be both recy-

clable and made from re-

cycled materials.  

"When I was given the 

opportunity to head Bar-

tolini, I knew I wanted to 

take a close look at pro-

cesses, products and 

packaging to coincide 

with my personal philoso-

phy of caring for our envi-

ronment." Says Clyde 

Clark, President of Barto-

lini. "We made a concert-

ed effort to find ways to 

sync up our manufactur-

ing and products with the 

environment in mind."    

Our pickup and module 

boxes are now made out 

of 80% recycled material 

Recyclable Packaging 

Bartolini on Social Media! 
We set up our Facebook page in 2013 and today we have  

over 13K likes! We continue to build a ground swell in 

awareness of our brand.  

“Our relationship with Dana B. Goods, our US distributor,  has 

never been stronger. Katie Teague, of DBG was instrumental 

in helping us gain traction in the world of Facebook” says 

Clyde Clark. 

We have learned a lot from our experience with Facebook 

and are taking steps into other forms of Social Media. We 

have a Twitter page and have recently added Instagram to 

our arsenal of social networking tools.  

 As we continue to develop our marketing strategies, we will 

be looking at the value of other sites to connect with our audi-

ence and develop new ways to get the word out about Bartoli-

ni! 

Like us on Facebook!  

https://www.facebook.com/BartoliniPickups 

Find us on Twitter and Instagram under the name of 

@BartoliniPups! 

 

http://www.bartolini.net/wp-content/uploads/Pickups-Harness-Module-Retail-Packaging-3.gif


Contact Us 

Visit us on the web at 

www.Bartolini.net 

 

US Distribution 

Dana B. Goods 

Sales Inquiries: 

Sales@danabgoods.com 

Support Inquiries: Sup-

port@danabgoods.com 

Phone: (800) 741-0109  

Answers & Solutions 
Every year, as we strive to be the best we can be, we find ways 

to improve the support we provide for our customers. In 2015, we 

took on the challenge of a web system that increases our ability 

to respond to customer issues and provide answers.  

On our website, you can now find the information that you need 

more efficiently, by going to our support link then clicking on An-

swers and Solutions. If you don’t see the answers you are looking 

for, then you can  request assistance by submitting a ticket .  

Our team will respond to your request and help you find what you 

are looking for. Our goal is to engage with retailers, builders, and 

players to provide a best in show experience.  

Like us on Facebook!  Facebook.com/BartoliniPickups 

Bartolini Inc. 

141 Suburban Road 

Suite B-2 

San Luis Obispo, 

CA 93401 

PLACE 
STAMP 
HERE 

Bartolini gives your instrument its true voice! 


